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CONCEPT

During the previous researches, 
which shows that there is no music 

distract in Enschede. Due to the 
policy of the Dutch government, sto-
res are all closed after 6 p.m., and 
after that people has not place to 

relaxing or entertaining themselves 
except to go home, or go to res-

taurants or bar. For those people, 
especially people who comes from 
Asian countries, this is a nightma-

re, because most stores are closed 
after 9p.m during the weekdays and 

10p.m. in the weekends, some of 
them even open 24/7.

FOR US, THE “SMART CITY” MEANS 

TO CHANGE, TO CHANGE THE WAY 

OF WORKING, LIFE, TRAFFIC

OR ENTERTAINMENT ETC., WE 

COMMIT OURSELVES TO CHANGE 

THE AREA AROUND WIRELAB

INTO A MUSIC DISTRACT, WHICH 

ALLOWS PEOPLE INTERACT WITH 

TECHNOLOGY, MUSIC, AND OTHER

HUMAN BEINGS, AND ALSO IN ABLE 

TO FIND A NEW PLACE TO RELAXING 

AND ENJOY THE MUSIC

IN A NEW WAY AFTER WORK OR 

STUDY.
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Concept Sketches

1. Projecter
2. Sensor
3. Screen
4. Push button
5. Projection area 
(6*6m)
6. Stickers (day time)
     Projected ele-
ments(night)
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Website

The location is near the train sta-
tion and the main street to ArtEz, 
Happy Italy, a small park and city 
center, Moreover, the location is 
next to Atak, a live show theater. 
We believe we can use this as an 
opportunity to make this area into 
a music district.

The role of the website/APP will be: store the pictures 
taken by the camera when people push the button. Also, 
people who passed by the area can use QR or NFC con-
nect to the website directly.
(www.audiomonkey.nl)

The population crossed by during 
weekends even reached around 
10,000. Due to the huge population 
base, it should not be a concerned 
there is no one to visit this product. 
However, for this project, we use pro-
jector to project icons on the ground 
so people can walk on it and make 
their own music. Moreover, some 
stickers are going to placed on the 
ground instead of projection mapping 
during the day.

Location How it works
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Target Group Research
FIRST DRAFT: (MAKE SURE THE BUSINESS OF WIRE LAB AND THE CONCEPT OF THE 
WHOLE PROJECT ABOUT ATTRACTING PEOPLE TO COME TO ENSCHEDE.)

At the first research we focus on the audience of wire lab. the group who come to the Enschede. 
the group who like to use the installation.

wire lab

target group of the wire lab would be the community who need the apps.
the company who need to promote their brand
also about the the company website building.
about digital creation.

Groups come to the city

so the target group of city is the people who want to explore the Enschede city centre.(they live 
here or not)
the people who are interested in the communicative technologies. people who are attractive by the 
technologies.
People who visit the city from other places.( like from other cities around this area, to come here 
for the “events”.)technology people like scientist or technology creators

The second research about the target group

SECOND DRAFT: (SHARPEN THE TARGET GROUP, AND WE MAKE SURE WHAT DO THEY 
NEED IN THAT AREA.)

After the first draft idea creation. We make it much clearly to figure out our target group.

Weekend and Weekdays

During the weekend and weekdays the amount of people gonna be huge differences cuz in the city 
centre also have the open market. so maybe some people live in Germany side also come to here.
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The location

The area is more like a open space as an architecture. Many people went there just have a rest, 
and also many people just passing there (also as a main road), to go to other places in the city 
centre.
The area is more like a music district(area) because the Atak and Wilminktheater located in there. 
(musicians and their audiences)
The water flowing and the small waterfall make the location alive, together with the grassland at-
tract many people especially children and their parents to play in here.(family) 

Target Group

For the the people just passing the area. The people just passing by the area (stand by)
The people who just passing by the area is like they have their specific goal to find some places 
in the cities. we cannot track so probably guessing from the map or we need to provided question-
naire.The people just passing by the area (not stay).The people have some place to go maybe in 
a hurry or not. u can also attract people who are not in hurry, but for people in hurry he or she will 
just go.so they are not kind of our potential target group but still can try to attract them. For the 
people come who have specific goals. The people go this district within specific purpose. The peo-
ple who go to Atak, The people who go to Wilminktheater, The people who go to Gusto restaurant, 
The people who may go to intercity hotel (students/ businessman/ tourist/ old generation/ scientist 
/), The tourists who come to Enschede or people come to here with specific purposes.business 
etc. The people who want to have a rest in the square. (do some sports/laying on the ground/enjoy 
the sunshine/).

To Conclude

Daytime:Every people passing by the area. (tourists/families/old generations/etc.)
In the night:people from different ages but the installations are much more to be played for young 
generations.(10-36) love show, music, performing, food, train station, night life.young generations.
(10-36), love the show, live music,music,food, party,concert,festivals.families: parents with several 
children 5-12, people love party: 22-28,people living in the hotel 27.
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Design

Logo

The concept of the logo which we are going to use in the next stage.

we decide to use the name as Audio Monkey.

so we choose to find some images about the Monkey itself. like different monkeys even included 
the Gorilla .(see the Pinterest :https://nl.pinterest.com/dlbearwu/monkey/)

We try to find different figure of Monkey in different styles. and then made our own Audio Monkey.

The sketch we made is more about the face and the monkeys’ movement. and we do really want 
to make a cool monkey for our cool installation.

We want to make a logo which can use as a stick, so we can use it as a stick to put it in the city as 
a promotion.
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Flyers/posters

For these posters, by using city of Enschede as background, and sperkers. Add some lighting 
effect to present the feeling of projection mapping. 

Facebook Page:https://www.facebook.com/Audio-Monkey-136157036789522/

Facebook Event:https://www.facebook.com/events/615287468631212/

Marketing
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Customer Journey

To reflect form, character and uniqueness of Wirelab and project it on streets, like an artwork and make observer perceive it 
not just visually, but auditory. Our installation going to be a visual and audio representation of Wirelab and city of future.

Create Interactivity and Fun

Description
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Functional 

Requirement

Test the position sensor when people go through the
area.

Test the motion sensor when people jumping or move.

Collect the number of the user

TSPS test

Program each instrument combine with the icon

Environmental test

Vote button on online application

Motion and sound connection

Application information

Hardware

Requirements

Projector test and measure

Speaker test

Arduino test

Build start button

Design

Requirements

Identify the styles

Design the standby state interface

Background animation

Logo

List of Requiements
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Design

Requirements

Poster

Instrument icon

Installation user interface

Application interface

Other

All kinds of instrument sound and environmental sound

Production facilities needed

Max map

Collect Sunset time

Performance
The installation can create music for users, by 
jumping and walking in the installation area,and 
also visualise the music for user.
Environment
Need: This installation need a open space to pro-
jection on the ground.
Avoided: The installation use projector, the sun-
light will affect the effect of the projection soit will 
work better during night.
Life in service
Mainly work in night, but some part can also be 
used during daytime.
Maintenance 
The maintenance is necessary for some physical 
part, like the start button, because thosebutton 
will have physical loss and physical damage. The 
projector and speaker is notnecessary for mainte-
nance.
Target product cost
€100
Transport
Almost facility we need is already in there, so only 
button part need be move to the location.
Packaging
Only start button part need be packaged in a box.
Quantity Only one
Reuse, Recyling
All the installation can be recycled or reused.

Requirement Checklist
Production facilities
Projector, screen, button, motion sense, position 
attract sensor, speaker.
Materials
Plywood, plastic, sensors, led light, speaker, pro-
jector.
Size and weight
The projection area is 6*6 square meters. Start 
button is around 30*30*120 cm. Weight less than 
3kg. Start button is around 30*30*120 cm. Weight 
less than 3kg.
Product life span
The installation should be work couple years.
Standards, Rules and Regulations
The copyright of the music or songs. safe rule.
Testing
We will test the installation by other student before 
using.
Safety
Pay attention to the user, maybe they will fall 
down when they jump or running ing the installa-
tion.
Societal and political implications
The visualisation content should fit to the dutch 
law and relevant provisions.
Installation and initiation of use
Installation is not necessary, almost part is by 
projection.
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Morphological Chart
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TSPS (The Toolkit for Sensing People in Spaces) is an open-source tool for creating interactive 
applications based on natural user interaction. Thanks to its OSC option it can connect to different 
platforms on which the programming for the interaction part can be done. The Wirelab company 
uses TSPS for gathering data of the amount of people that pass by in weekends and during the 
week days in that area. TSPS, in combination with a camera, is a good tool for detecting the differ-
ence between fast movement and slow movement. Meaning the fast movement will be attributed 
to jumping and the slow movement to simple moves.

In my long-lasting searches of how to connect TSPS and MAX MSP I 
have found different examples that could be very useful for our instal-
lation. UNITY has the programming software C#  integrated in which I 
made the OSC connection with TSPS. In this case I’ve used an ex-
ample that spawns an object for each person detected by the camera 
connected to TSPS in a specific area.

Since we are including a button to be pressed in the installation, I have 
already started testing. I connected a button, that I have from a previ-
ous project, with a red led to the Arduino. Using the Arduino software, 
I have used an example to test this simple functionality:  when the 
button is pressed the led turns off and when the button is not pressed 
the led stays on.

TSPS + UNITY

Arduino + Button + Led

Test/ Experiment
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Unity 3D is a great software to work with, if you want to visualize what you want in a 3d environ-
ment. Here is my first finished experiment that explains roughly the basic idea of our concept for 
the installation.
We’ve made a platform with 4 cubes and each one of them has a specific sound assigned. The 5th 
small cubed is programmed to be draggable with the mouse on the blue platform. With the help of 
the trigger function in Unity, when you play the scene you will be able to drag the red cube on the 
other cubes for the assigned specific sound to play and if the red cube is leaving a cube’s area the 
sound will also stop.

Prototype v1.0 -> Unity

Prototype v1.1 -> Unity

For starter, I’ve integrated the concept idea of inter-
acting with 16 buttons. So, I’ve created 16 cubes 
in the Unity project scene that can connect through 
OSC with TSPS. This way we will have a better 
overview of the installation and we’ll be able to go 
to Wirelab location to test the measurements and 
everything else that’s relevant for the improvement 
of this version.
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TSPS (The Toolkit for Sensing People in Spaces) is an open-source tool for creating interactive 
applications based on natural user interaction. Thanks to its OSC option it can connect to different 
platforms on which the programming for the interaction part can be done. The Wirelab company 
uses TSPS for gathering data of the amount of people that pass by in weekends and during the 
week days in that area. TSPS, in combination with a camera, is a good tool for detecting the differ-
ence between fast movement and slow movement. Meaning the fast movement will be attributed 
to jumping and the slow movement to simple moves.

In my long-lasting searches of how to connect TSPS and MAX MSP I 
have found different examples that could be very useful for our instal-
lation. UNITY has the programming software C#  integrated in which I 
made the OSC connection with TSPS. In this case I’ve used an ex-
ample that spawns an object for each person detected by the camera 
connected to TSPS in a specific area.

Since we are including a button to be pressed in the installation, I have 
already started testing. I connected a button, that I have from a previ-
ous project, with a red led to the Arduino. Using the Arduino software, 
I have used an example to test this simple functionality:  when the 
button is pressed the led turns off and when the button is not pressed 
the led stays on.

TSPS + UNITY

Arduino + Button + Led

Test/ ExperimentPrototype v1.2 -> Unity

In this version I’ve integrated the most important factor of our installation, the sound. I’ve imple-
mented the sound on the same principle as I did in the 1st version, using triggers and I’ve also 
made a countdown clock of 60 seconds that will play a major role in the amount of time that is 
permitted to create a song while using the installation. I still have some problems regarding the 
moment when the sound should stop. Because, thanks to the OSC connection the person some-
times is identified a bit more after leaving a cube’s area. But with some adjustments I can make it 
work properly.
(https://youtu.be/sTz8WPKan-o)

Wireless Doorbell -> Arduino
For our physical part of the installation we are going to need a 
wireless connection between the button (which will be situated 
outside) and the laptop (which will be situated inside the Wirelab 
quarters). The 1st thought that we had was to use a Raspberry 
Pi for this functionality, but after a technical discussion with the 
teachers we decided that a wireless doorbell and a connection 
with arduino will do the job way faster and less complicated.
So, I bought a wireless doorbell from a supermarket and I’ve 
started disassembling it.The doorbell is made out of 2 parts: the 
button and the receiver. On the button part we’ve connected an 
arcade button for a longer use. On the receiver part I’ve connect-
ed a led to visualize the tests and ,of course, the Arduino. The 
speaker was removed thus not being of any use.Through the 
Arduino I’ve tested what voltage does it receive after pressing 
the button. There are voltage fluctuation thanks to the connected 
button that supposedly is changing the song of the doorbell.
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Max MSP – Tests

MaxMSP is a visual programming language that helps you build complex, interactive programs 
without any prior experience writing code.

I’ve made some experiments with Max MSP regarding the visualization of the sound and re-
searched on it for some time. With the help of many tutorials from forum websites, I’ve made this 
example in which you have a 360 fake enviroment created with many photos inside where there is 
a 3d shape that reacts to the soundtrack you chose.

We made our first test, without audio. Purpose of it is to test and calibrate software.
In general it works well, but there are few problems which cannot be solved. We are going to do 
everything possible to make instalation as perfect as posible.
Firs problem is that camera has angle and it recognizes people like white spots on dark matter, it 
does affect interaction, because people who are standing behind each other is recognized as one 
spot.
Second problem is that camera is very sensitive for light, it mean that if lighting changes, camera 
settings have to be reconfigurated.
Also it recognize shadows as white spots and can connect multiple people in one white spot.
From all of this: Instalation can work during daytime, but could glitch from time to time, best expie-
rience could be at the night or when mainly cloudy.

<https://youtu.be/kLfUej7GF0A>

First Prototype – Tests
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TSPS (The Toolkit for Sensing People in Spaces) is an open-source tool for creating interactive 
applications based on natural user interaction. Thanks to its OSC option it can connect to different 
platforms on which the programming for the interaction part can be done. The Wirelab company 
uses TSPS for gathering data of the amount of people that pass by in weekends and during the 
week days in that area. TSPS, in combination with a camera, is a good tool for detecting the differ-
ence between fast movement and slow movement. Meaning the fast movement will be attributed 
to jumping and the slow movement to simple moves.

In my long-lasting searches of how to connect TSPS and MAX MSP I 
have found different examples that could be very useful for our instal-
lation. UNITY has the programming software C#  integrated in which I 
made the OSC connection with TSPS. In this case I’ve used an ex-
ample that spawns an object for each person detected by the camera 
connected to TSPS in a specific area.

Since we are including a button to be pressed in the installation, I have 
already started testing. I connected a button, that I have from a previ-
ous project, with a red led to the Arduino. Using the Arduino software, 
I have used an example to test this simple functionality:  when the 
button is pressed the led turns off and when the button is not pressed 
the led stays on.

TSPS + UNITY

Arduino + Button + Led

Test/ ExperimentUnity- Arduino Test

In this test I’ve connected a potentiometer to the Arduino in order to test the connection between 
Arduino and Unity. The box is reacting to the rotation of the Potentiometer.

The second purpose of this test was to give the opportunity to the user to change the genre of mu-
sic beats with visualization on the main screen.

We ended up not implementing this functionality in the installation, because we agreed on not us-
ing sound from different genres but rather stick to a more abstract feeling.

<https://youtu.be/Q4MtpFrYnDU>

Unity-Arduino- Buttons signal Test
In this experiment we’ve tested the reaction time of the buttons(which are linked to the Arduino) 
in connection with the 3 cubes made in processing. So we can proceed with the wireless button 
tests.

The 3 cubes are moving to the right when the green button is being pressed and to the left when 
the black button is being pressed. On the release of the button the cubes are having a static posi-
tion, not moving anymore.

<https://youtu.be/S_4BxV-MCdU>

Test- Projection Mapping Test
Since in the main idea of the concept we decided to use projection mapping, I’ve tried to find sev-
eral solution on how we can integrate that in our installation.

I am using a laptop that runs on Windows, I’ve found how I connect Madmapper and Unity3D 
through a plugin that is called Whyphon. By just assigning the plugin and changing some details 
on the connection and ports I was able to project on objects from the Scene.

But the computer installed in the Wirelab that we are going to use, is running on Mac. For the Mac 
OS X the projection mapping on objects in Unity3D can be done using Syphon .
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We encountered some problems connecting MadMapper to Syphon and Unity3D, but this will be 
workable till next week.

In case this will be unsuccessful, the other plan is to use another Unity3D project that will focus 
mainly on projecting a playful animation on the ground that will also react to movement.

<https://youtu.be/aFLeTWJK0ho>

Test- Scene Transit
For the stand-by stage to attract people to use our installation, I’ve made another scene in Unity3D 
that relies on  the GUI principle. When a keyboard button is being pressed the next level will start 
using the build settings.

But instead of the keyboard button to be pressed, I’ve programmed it so when the wireless button 
is pressed will start the Main Scene.

The Push Button video is integrated on the plane as a MovieTexture (https://docs.unity3d.com/
Manual/class-MovieTexture.html) and is looping till the button is being pressed. In the Main scene 
with the cubes that react to movement and play sound the Button doesn’t have any effect, thus not 
interfering with the user interaction anymore.

Functionalities Stand
In the support for the button we have also included a Arduino board on which is connected a buzz-
er, 9 leds and a Ultra Sonic Sensor. The purpose of this is to detect the approach of the people 
around and brighten up the support to catch the trespassers attention.

The distance range of the Ultra Sonic Sensor is set maximum to the 45 cm by default. For our 
installation we need at least 1 m. To fix this problem, I have found some tips and ideas regarding 
this topic by searching on forums & tech websites (EX: http://www.instructables.com/id/Improve-Ul-
trasonic-Range-Sensor-Accuracy/) .
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TSPS (The Toolkit for Sensing People in Spaces) is an open-source tool for creating interactive 
applications based on natural user interaction. Thanks to its OSC option it can connect to different 
platforms on which the programming for the interaction part can be done. The Wirelab company 
uses TSPS for gathering data of the amount of people that pass by in weekends and during the 
week days in that area. TSPS, in combination with a camera, is a good tool for detecting the differ-
ence between fast movement and slow movement. Meaning the fast movement will be attributed 
to jumping and the slow movement to simple moves.

In my long-lasting searches of how to connect TSPS and MAX MSP I 
have found different examples that could be very useful for our instal-
lation. UNITY has the programming software C#  integrated in which I 
made the OSC connection with TSPS. In this case I’ve used an ex-
ample that spawns an object for each person detected by the camera 
connected to TSPS in a specific area.

Since we are including a button to be pressed in the installation, I have 
already started testing. I connected a button, that I have from a previ-
ous project, with a red led to the Arduino. Using the Arduino software, 
I have used an example to test this simple functionality:  when the 
button is pressed the led turns off and when the button is not pressed 
the led stays on.

TSPS + UNITY

Arduino + Button + Led

Test/ Experiment

Test- Start Screen – Main Screen – 
The project made Unity3D is going to be projected on the wall screen on the Wirelab  location.

For the Final Prototype there are is the Stand-By Scene(with the Push The Button Video) that 
transits to the Main Scene and when the counter in the Main Scene reaches 60 seconds the pro-
ject will transit to the End Scene(which after 10 seconds of giving information to the user about the 
website and performance, it will transit back to the Stand-By scene) .

Unity-Arduino- Wireless Button
In this test the wireless button is connected to the platform in the scene. So, when the button is be-
ing pressed the main platform will rise up and the countdown will start, thus starting the interaction.
We haven’t implemented this function in the final prototype, because it wasn’t  feasible enough 
with the concept and the overall installation.

<https://youtu.be/tS6zGS6Jpc4>
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QR code and NFC

We’ve made few NFC tags which allow users go to our website easier. It can be write in and 
read by any smartphone with NFC module. (Except iPhone, because Apple blocked the function 
of NFC placed in iPhone and it can only use for Apply Pay.) However, some smartphones don’t 
have this function, so we also created QR code for them. Simply go the QR generator.

We decided make some wood beer mats for our installation users. The them would be smart city.
The font I choose form tech style and I use some simple patter combination. the number 1894 is 
the year Enschede industrialisation stimulated a large increase in population. 150,004 is Munic-
ipality, 053 is the area code. It was the first experience for the laser cutting so that cause some 
problem like accuracy.

Wood beer mats
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TSPS (The Toolkit for Sensing People in Spaces) is an open-source tool for creating interactive 
applications based on natural user interaction. Thanks to its OSC option it can connect to different 
platforms on which the programming for the interaction part can be done. The Wirelab company 
uses TSPS for gathering data of the amount of people that pass by in weekends and during the 
week days in that area. TSPS, in combination with a camera, is a good tool for detecting the differ-
ence between fast movement and slow movement. Meaning the fast movement will be attributed 
to jumping and the slow movement to simple moves.

In my long-lasting searches of how to connect TSPS and MAX MSP I 
have found different examples that could be very useful for our instal-
lation. UNITY has the programming software C#  integrated in which I 
made the OSC connection with TSPS. In this case I’ve used an ex-
ample that spawns an object for each person detected by the camera 
connected to TSPS in a specific area.

Since we are including a button to be pressed in the installation, I have 
already started testing. I connected a button, that I have from a previ-
ous project, with a red led to the Arduino. Using the Arduino software, 
I have used an example to test this simple functionality:  when the 
button is pressed the led turns off and when the button is not pressed 
the led stays on.

TSPS + UNITY

Arduino + Button + Led

Test/ ExperimentWall & Floor mapping 

After last time we test projection mapping, I found out that black background and dark style can not 
got the desired effect, because the streetlight is near our projector. So I try to change the them to 
write and light style. 

Keep all the animation in same style is also something need considered. The wall animation is 
looks not same as floor animation. The new version change the color style to keep them in same 
style.

Wall & Floor mapping 2.0

Since last time testing, the result of mapping is not as good as we image. The projector will always 
dim down the intensity of the color is the biggest problem, So I make a big make decisions, I try to 
change the all the mapping video,use strong and colorful style to present young energy concept, 
and 3d space to make a deeply space. the wall projector video use the same style and same color 
to attract people.
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State Transition Diagram Play

State Transition Experiment
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Visualisation of Customer Journey
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Hardware Diagram

Deployment Diagram
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Wiring Diagram

Button
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Ultrasonic sensor with LED and buzzer
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Construction Plan
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USER TEST
We made one of the last user tests and received a lot of fedback.

Here I will highlight some technical issues and explain  why certain decisions regarding system 
was made.

Problems:

At first  we had placed 16 sounds that have same key and same speed, but there was a big disad-
vantage, people arent able to jump in squares in right time and sound composition sounds messed 
up. Reason is that system have ping and light diferencing sometimes stucks in between, what 
leads to start loop in wrong time. During day time it was completely terrible experience while during 
night time it was much better from motion perspective, but still people wasnt able to play like we 
planed.

We could not connect and create interactive projection mapping like we wanted at first.Reasons 
was : needed much more powerfull machine in order to generate visuals and create a network of 
multiple maschines and create virtual switch for them.

Solutions:

Our solution was to create pad with 16 sounds what arent technical and are very abstract and 
minimalistic, sounds of jungle and environment. This solution make our installation work during 
daytime also. We tried to experiment with duration of sounds; playing sound till the end, once u 
stepped inside square; playing sound while user is inside and stop sound once user left.

Solution was to show on a top screen representation of field in unity and highlight blocks once user 
is inside. This will make people look up and its important, because as data we collect pictures. It 
will make people look up and show theire faces and not backs.

Conclusion:

Over all there was a lot of people passed by and said that they fel emotions like: mysterious feeling 
and curious fear. Those emotional are very powerfull and we are going to keem them. Also some 
of the users didnt understand what its about while running around for long amount of time and ex-
pressing emotions. We want that people experience joy and have fun in this musiq quartal.

<https://youtu.be/-X_IhTJwBvE>
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